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ABSTRACT. Let C be the composition operator on L2(X, S,m) given by

Cf = f o T, where T is a E-measurable transformation from X onto X and

(¡moT-1 /dm is strictly positive and bounded. It is shown that C is a subnor-

mal operator if and only if the sequence dm o T~n/dm is a moment sequence

for almost every point in X. Several examples of subnormal composition op-

erators are included.

1. Introduction. Operators of the form Cf = f o T operating on certain

function spaces are called composition operators. When the underlying space is

L2(X, E, m) (where m is sigma-finite), the study of such operators follows two

major paths: If T is measure preserving the study of such transformations is basic

to ergodic theory and the operators so defined are isometries and thus subnormal.

If T is not measure preserving the operator induced by T need not be a member

of any of the seminormal families of operators. References are given in §2 of this

article for known characterizations of normality, quasinormality, and hyponormality

of composition operators. It is then shown that certain moment sequence charac-

terizations of subnormality of composition operators exist. These characterizations

are applied to the major classes of known subnormal composition operators and an

example is presented indicating the use of these characterizations in determining

subnormality.

2. Subnormal composition operators. Let (X, E, m) be a sigma-finite mea-

sure space anr1 suppose that T is a mapping from X onto X which is measurable

(i.e. T_1E Ç E) and such that raoT"1 is absolutely continuous with respect to m.

Let h = hi be the Radon-Nikodym derivative dmoT~1/dm, and for each n > 1 let

hn = dmoT~n/dm. The operator defined by Cf = foT is called the composition

operator induced by T. A good survey article of the general properties of such

operators is [5]. In particular C defines a bounded operator on L2m = L2(X, E, m)

if and only if h E L°° = L°°(X, E). For the remainder of this paper we assume

that h E L°°. Recall that an operator A is normal if A* A = A A*, is hyponormal

if A*A > AA*, and A is subnormal if A has an extension to a normal operator

on a larger Hubert space. Necessary and sufficient conditions for normality and

hyponormality of composition operators are found in [2] and [7]. In this article we

shall give several related characterizations of subnormality for composition opera-

tors. It is shown in [2, Theorem 9d] that if h is hyponormal then h > 0 a.e. Since

subnormality implies hyponormality we assume that h is strictly positive through-

out this article.  This condition, together with the assumption that T is an onto
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mapping, implies that C is injective. This will allow us to make use of the following

result.

THEOREM [3]. Let A be an operator on a Hubert space H with kernel(^4) = {0}.

Then A is subnormal if and only if for every x in H the sequence ||Ana:||2 is a

moment sequence, i.e., there is an interval I = [0,r] such that for each x in H one

can find a Borel measure Mx such that for each n > 0,

\\Anxf = J tndMx(t).

An immediate application of this result to composition operators yields the

following.

1. THEOREM. C is subnormal if and only if for every f E L^, fx hn\f\2 dm
is a moment sequence.

Proof.

\\Cnf\\2= [ \foTn\2dm= j hn\f[2dm.
Jx Jx

We shall concentrate now on determining conditions on the sequence {hn} in

L°° equivalent to the subnormality condition given in Theorem 1. We shall make

use of a standard characterization of moment sequences.

PROPOSITION [10]. Let {Xnj^Lr, be a sequence of positive real numbers. Then

{Xn} is a moment sequence if and only if for some interval I the linear functional <ç

defined on the set of polynomials P{I) over I by <p(J2antn) = Ean^n l'5 positive.

Here "positive" means that if p(t) > 0 on J then <p(p) > 0. Our first characteri-

zation of subnormality for C is a functional version of the proposition above.

2. THEOREM. Let C be a composition operator, I — [0, ||/i||oo], and define the

linear transformation L from P(I) to L°°(X, E) by

L \jr,antnj = ^2anhn.

Then C is subnormal if and only if L is positive (i.e. p > 0 on I implies L(p) > 0

a.e.).

PROOF. Suppose first that C is subnormal. Let p be a nonnegative polynomial

on / and let S = {x E X: L(p)(x) is not positive}. Let So be a subset of S with

m(So) < oo. By Theorem 1, since xs0 iS m Lm, there is a measure p on I such

that for every n > 0,

/   hndm =     tn dp.
JSo Ji

It follows that fs L(p)dm = fjp(t)dp > 0. Thus for every measurable subset So

of S of finite measure fs L(p)dm > 0. It follows that m(S) = 0, i.e., L(p) > 0,

hence L is positive.

Now suppose that L is positive. Since L(l) = h0 = I \t follows easily that L is

continuous with respect to sup and essential sup norms.  In particular L extends
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to a positive linear mapping from C(I) to L°°(X, E). Let / be a member of L2m.

Define <pf on C(I) by

<pf(g)= [ L(g)[f\2dm.
Jx

Since L(g) is in L°°, <p¡ defines a continuous linear functional on C(I). Explicitly

\Pf{ç)\ < (ll^ll ll/llDllslloo- R follows from the Riesz representation theorem that

there is a measure p¡ such that for all g in C(I),

<Pf

i.e.,

(g) = / gdpf,

J L(g)\f[2dm = jgdpf.

In particular for all n > 0,

Í hn\f\2dm= ftndpf.

It follows from Theorem 1 that C is subnormal.

It is interesting at this point to see how Theorem 2 yields the subnormality of

certain well-known examples.

1. Suppose h = 1 a.e. (that is, T is measure preserving; equivalently C is an

isometry). In this case hn = 1 a.e. for each n so that L(p) = p(l) • 1, which clearly

defines a positive transformation.

2. h = h o T (this characterizes quasinormal composition operators; see [8] and

[9]). It is shown in [4] that for each n, /in+i = h ■ E(hn\T~lY,) o T_1, where

E( |T_1E) is the conditional expectation operator. This leads immediately to the

relationship hn = hn. Hence L(X)a„fn) = J2anhn. Since h(x) E [0, ||/i||oo] = I

a.e. L is positive.

Theorem 2 admits measure-theoretic and pointset-theoretic reformulations, as

given by the following two corollaries.

3. COROLLARY. C is subnormal if and only if for every H-set A of finite
measure, {mT~n(A)} is a moment sequence.

PROOF. If C is subnormal then Jx hnXA dm defines a moment sequence. But

/   hnXAdm=  /  hndm= I (dm oT"1 /dm) dm = mT~nA.
Jx Ja Ja

Conversely, suppose for every set A of finite measure {mT~nA} is a moment se-

quence. Let p(t) = X)an<" > 0 on / = [0, ||Ä||oo]- Let A be a set of finite measure.

Then there is a measure p such that for each n, mT~nA = /. tn dp. It follows that

/   L(p) dm — 2_j an I   hn dm = YJ anmT~nA

= X!a" j tndp= I p{t) dp > 0.

Since A was chosen arbitrarily, L(p) > 0 a.e. Thus by Theorem 2, C is subnormal.
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4. COROLLARY. C is subnormal if and only if {hn(x)} is a moment sequence

for almost every x in X.

PROOF. Suppose that C is subnormal. Let Po(-0 be the set of all polynomials

over / with complex-rational coefficients, and let P0+(I) be the set of polynomials

in Pq(I) which are nonnegative on /. For each p in Pq(I), L(p) > 0 a.e. Let

Xp = {x in X: L(p)(x) > 0}, and let X* = IJ{*P: P S P0+(')}- Since P0+(I) is

countable and m(X - Xp) = 0 for each p in Pq(I), m(X - X*) = 0. Now it is

easily verified that P0+(I) is dense in the set of nonnegative polynomials over /. It

follows that for every point x in X* and every p in P+(I) we have L(p)(x) > 0.

From the proposition listed above, {hn(x)} is a moment sequence for every x in

X*.
For the converse argument, suppose that {hn(x)} is a moment sequence for each

x in Y, where Y is measurable and m(X — Y) — 0. If p E P+(I), then by the

proposition above, L(p)(x) > 0 on Y and thus by Theorem 2, since L is positive,

C is subnormal.

Corollary 4 is particularly well suited for application to atomic measure spaces.

For example suppose X = {0,1,2,...} and m is given by m(k) = mk, k E X.

Suppose T(0) = 0 and T(k) = k-lîork> 1. We see that h(0) = m(T-x{))/m(0) =

(mo + m.i)/mr,; and for k > 1, h(k) — mk+\/mk. In general,

hn(0) = (m0 H-1- mn)/m0

and

hh(k) = mk+n/mk        (k > 1).

Without loss of generality assume that mo = 1. From Corollary 4 we see that C is

subnormal if and only if for every k > 0 the sequences {]C"=1 mi) and {mk+n/mk}

are moment sequences. For example, let mo = 1, m„ = Jx (tn — tn~1)dt. Then

Et"=o m* = Ii É" dt = (2"+1 - !)/(n + !)• Now> for A; > 1 and any n > 0,

i    r2
= — / (ífc+n-í*+n-1)*

rnk /i
-2

tn(tk _tk-ljdt

mk

mk Jx

= j tndpk,

where dpk = (tk — tk~1)dt/mk defines a (nonnegative) measure on [1,2]. Thus C

is subnormal.

Another application of Corollary 4 is that of bilateral shifts on l2(—oo, oo). Sup-

pose {mk : — oo<fc<oo}isa two-sided sequence of positive numbers and T is given

by T(k) = k— 1. One easily verifies that for all n > 0 and all k, hn(k) = mn+k/mk.

It then follows readily that C is subnormal if and only if the two-sided sequence

{mn} is a moment sequence. (Such a sequence is m„ = /0 í"e_í di.) This result is

precisely the characterization of subnormal bilateral shifts given in [6, p. 87].

REMARKS. 1. The preceding example was based on an invertible transformation

T. It seems plausible that a characterization of subnormality for C where T is

invertible can be found which is more tractable than those given in this paper. The
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situation in this case is reminiscent of that for weighted shifts, since if T is invertible

then hn = h ■ h o T"1 ■ • • h or*""1).

2. In [1] it is shown that if h > h o T, then Cn is hyponormal for every n > 0.

Not all such C are subnormal.
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